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Abstract. Bimetallic nanoparticles (BNPs) are promising candidates for fundamental research and applications,
as their physico-chemical properties can, in many cases, be tuned continuously, or enhanced with respect to the
mono-metallicparticles.Herewe investigate thepossibilityof fabricating silver-indiumandsilver-aluminiumBNPs
in the range of 4–5 nmdiameter and of varying stoichiometry by laser vaporization and gas condensation in the gas
phase.Weanalysetheir crystallinestructureandsegregationbehaviourusingtransmissionelectronmicroscopyand
probe their oxidation state in optical absorptionmeasurementsby tracking spectral changes of the localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR). These complementary techniques show that, despite the small size and the high
reactivity especially of aluminium, theBNPs forma silver-rich alloyed core surroundedby an oxide shell. Exposure
to air leads to consecutive oxidation, whereas annealing the BNPs in a reducing atmosphere stabilizes the alloyed
particle cores, as demonstrated by a narrow and blue-shifted LSPR. This is a first step towards the stabilization of
non-oxidized bimetallic nanoparticles combining a noble and a trivalent metal.
1 Introduction

Mixing two metals at the nanoscale is an original way to
elaborate new nanomaterials with singular properties and
potential applications invariousfields (catalysis,magnetism,
optics, sensing…). Such systems, called nanoalloys or
bimetallic nanoparticles (BNPs), have been the subject of
much research over the last two decades [1–3]. Their
properties depend intimately on their size, shape, composi-
tion and on their chemical structure, ranging from solid
solution with or without chemical ordering to segregated
phases such as core@shell or “Janus”-type structures. In this
regard, some interesting properties of mono-metallic nano-
particles (NPs) made of rare elements can be recovered or
even enhanced by appropriate alloying with more abundant
and cheaper alternative metals [4]. There is thus a great
technological and commercial advantage to switch from
mono- to bimetallic systems.

In thefield of optics,BNPsofparticular interest are those
containing at least one element whose optical absorption
spectrum in its pure NP form is known to develop a well-
defined localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) [5,6].
Indeed this LSPR, depending on the composition of the NP
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through its dielectric function,maybe tunedbyplayingwith
the relative proportions of both constituents and with the
chemical order within such plasmonic BNPs [7–9]. If the
LSPR of plasmonic BNPs is a major vector for enhancing
photoinduced processes, it can be conversely regarded as a
“soft” (non-destructive) probe of their chemical structure
(segregation versus alloying) or their possible structural
changes upon exposure to reactive environment (oxidation
or reduction for example) [10,11].TheseplasmonicBNPs are
thus efficient sensors,which canbeused to follow thekinetics
of chemical reactions in real time [9].Theycommonly involve
coinage metals (Au, Ag, Cu) with an LSPR located in the
NUV-visible-NIR range. They can be combined with one
another or with nonplasmonic ones (generally transition
metals) of catalytic or magnetic interest. In this case, the
LSPRisusually stronglydampedbecauseof its couplingwith
a large absorption continuum in the visible range. In
principle, coinagemetals canalsobemixedwith other simple
metals suchas those fromcolumn IIIAof theperiodic table to
generate plasmonic BNPs with a high-quality factor. The
choice of trivalent elements is particularly attractive since
their dielectric function shows a Drude-like behaviour, with
an LSPR shifted in the UV range, far from the edge of
interband transitions located in the deep UV. This should
allow tuning the LSPR over a rather large spectral range,
with a limited degradation of its quality factor and provide
several advantages. On the one hand, many biological
compounds, such as nucleotide bases, nucleic acids or
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aromatic amino-acids in cells, have absorption bands in the
UV (below l = 350 nm). An LSPR in this wavelength
range could thus be used to improve surface-enhanced
spectroscopy for the detection and recognition of such bio-
species [12]. On the other hand, it is expected to improve the
performance of photocatalytic processes or UV-active solar
cells and photovoltaic devices [13,14].

For these reasons, we have chosen to investigate
nanoalloys combining silver, which exhibits an LSPR with
a high-quality factor, with the trivalent metals indium or
aluminium. It is of course important to remember that
aluminiumand indiumare very sensitive to oxidation. Upon
exposure to air, the formation of a passivating layer a few
nanometers thick is known to protect bulk aluminium from
further oxidation [15]. In the case of smallNPs the size of this
layer becomes of the same order as the size of the NP, which
can induce significant perturbations of their structure and
related properties. Obtaining pure trivalent NPs, which do
not oxidize upon air exposure, therefore remains a challenge.
However, mixing indium (or aluminium) with silver is a
hopeful alternative as their phase diagrams show stable
intermetallic phases, which are expected to remain so at the
nanoscale. This has previously motivated us to investigate
the optical and structural properties of Ag-In NPs for which
the LSPR is in the UV range and silver-rich alloyed phases
are fairly stable towards oxidation. LSPR bands in the UV
range were measured for the Ag0.5In0.5 composition [10],
while a silver-rich alloyed phase was observed using
environmental transmission electron microscopy (ETEM)
after reduction of oxidized Ag0.25In0.75 BNPs [16]. As phase
diagrams of Ag-Al andAg-In are similar [17], one can expect
to highlight stable intermetallic phases inAg-AlNPs similar
to those already observed inAg-InBNPswith the possibility
to observe LSPRs in the UV range.

Hence, a comparison between Ag-In and Ag-Al systems
makes sense because they should be analogous. Therefore,
the optical and structural properties of AgxB1-x NPs (B =
In or Al, x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75), fabricated using the same
method (laser vaporization), were investigated for various
atomic proportions of silver noted x, in order to examine if
alloyed phases, stable towards oxidation at the nanoscale,
could exist and if an LSPR in the UV range is observed.

Optical spectroscopy and TEM characterization have
previously been shown to be complementary [9]. Single
BNPs can be characterized by TEM while the optical
measurements give global information of a BNP assembly
embedded in a transparent matrix and are sensitive to very
low oxidation rates not observable by TEM. Therefore,
transmission electron microscopy characterizations and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, also abbre-
viated EDX or XEDS) were conducted to obtain
information concerning the atomic and chemical structure
and morphology of the BNPs. Second, ex situ optical
absorbance measurements were performed on silica-
embedded BNPs, just after fabrication (after exposure to
air for a few tens of minutes) or after aging for longer
periods. A comparison with Mie calculations in the dipolar
approximation provides information about the oxidation
state of the BNPs [6]. Annealing experiments in a reducing
atmosphere were also attempted to increase the percentage
of metallic aluminium or indium in the NPs.
2 General considerations on the two systems
Ag-In and Ag-Al
A relevant understanding of the Ag-In and Ag-Al systems
dependsonthe individualproperties of their constituents.For
Ag-In, silverdisplays anFCCstructurewhile indiumadopts a
tetragonal structure (see Tab. 1). Therefore, both structures
can be easily distinguished by high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM). Bulk silver and indium are
moreover miscible (negative enthalpy of mixing) [18]. The
Ag-In phase diagram showsa strongmiscibility, especially for
lowproportionsof indiumwithvarious intermetallic solutions
or ordered structures (a-Ag FCC structure with increasing
lattice parameter for increasing proportion of indium up to
20%of indium,a’-SCAg3Inandcoexistenceofaanda’phases
between 20% and 25% of indium, &-HC Ag7In3 between 25%
and 30% of indium, but occurring at higher proportions of
indium at higher temperature, SC Ag2In at 30% of indium)
[19].TheFCC-Ag4Inphase isdifficult todiscriminate fromthe
silver FCC one by HRTEM because of similar lattice
parameters. In contrast, the phases &-Ag7In3, SC-Ag3In
and Ag2In should be identifiable if present.

On the other hand, the difference in the surface energies
of silver and indium and the latticemismatch (around 14%)
favours an enrichment of indium on the surface at the
nanoscale.

From the analysis of these parameters, we can thus
conclude thatAg-InBNPs should forma core@shell structure
with an indium shell and an alloyed core. However, indium
easily oxidizes upon air exposure and a shell of indium oxide
(c-In2O3) spontaneously forms around a silver-rich alloyed
core, as alreadyhighlighted in our previousworks [10,16].The
observation of a metallic indium shell in the NPs requires a
rapid analysis after their exposure to air so as to minimize
oxidation if the oxidation kinetics is slow enough, or
alternatively, to isolate the BNPs from the ambient environ-
ment thanks to a protective layer providing a longer term
stability. The BNPs may also be transferred into a trans-
missionelectronmicroscopewithoutbeingexposed toair, as it
was done for pure indium NPs for which multiply-twinned
particles (MTPs) were clearly observed by HRTEM [20].

ForAg-Al, bothmaterials showanFCCcrystallographic
structure with very similar lattice parameters (see Tab. 1),
whichmakes them difficult to distinguish by HRTEM. Bulk
silverandaluminiumarealsomiscible (theirmixingenthalpy
is negative) [28], as reflected in the Ag-Al phase diagram
showing a high miscibility of aluminium in silver at room
temperaturewhile the solubility of silver in aluminium is low
at the same temperature [29,30]. Thus, like Ag-In,
intermetallic phases are observed for small proportions of
aluminium in silver. The various existing phases are the
following:FCCbasedAg,b -Mn-basedAg3Al (m-SCAg3Al),
b -phase at higher temperature with the stoichiometry
Ag3Al, z-HCPAg2Al phase with a proportion of aluminium,
whichcan increasewith temperature.Them-SCAg3Alphase
has a recognizable lattice parameter, but the diffracted
intensities in the fast-Fourier transform (FFT) images are
expected to be very low and the diffraction spots will be
difficult to highlight making this phase difficult to observe.
Ontheotherhand, thehighlydiffractingplanesof the z-HCP



Table 1. Data for In, Ag, Al, Ag-In and Ag-Al (Wigner-Seitz radii (rs), surface energies (Es), LSPRwavelengths (lLSPR)
and energies (ELSPR) of a sphere in a porous silica matrix (em ⋍ 2,17) in the dipolar approximation) and crystallographic
properties of pure metals, Ag-In and Ag-Al alloys and oxides. All the corresponding references are indicated in the table.
BCT, HCP, SC, FCC stand for body-centred tetragonal, hexagonal-closed packed, simple cubic, face-centred cubic
lattices, respectively.

In Ag Al

rs (Å)[21] 1.83 1.60 1.59
Es (J.m

−2) [22] 0.700 1.24 1.14
lLSPR (nm) in porous silica
(dipolar approximation)

226 398 193

ELSPR (eV) 5.48 3.12 6.42
Crystallographic structure[23] BCT

a = 3.24 Å
c = 4.95 Å

FCC
a = 4.09 Å

FCC
a = 4.05 Å

Alloys Ag4In (FCC)[24], a = 4.14 Å
Ag3In (SC)[24], a = 4.13 Å
&-Ag7In3 (HCP)

[24], (a, c) = (2.95 Å, 4.79 Å)
Ag2In (SC)[25], a = 9.92 Å

z-Ag2Al (HCP)[23], (a, c) = (2.87 Å, 4.67 Å)
m-Ag3Al (SC)[23], a = 6.93 Å

Oxides c-In2O3 (FCC)
[26]

h-In2O3 (HCP)[27]
Ag2O (SC)[23] a-Al2O3 (HCP)[23]
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Ag2Al phase can be confused with planes of other
compounds.These analyses leadus to conclude thatmetallic
Ag-Al BNPs should exhibit alloyed phases with possible
surface enrichment in aluminium, almost like Ag-In.
However, aluminium probably oxidizes faster than indium,
and so will the Ag-Al BNPs once exposed to air. Their
protection from ambient air is all the more necessary.

Regarding their surface energies, silver has a slightly
larger surface energy as compared to aluminium (the
difference is much more important between silver and
indium) and the lattice mismatch is very small (less than
1%). Thus, the enrichment of aluminium at the surface
should be lower as compared to the case of the Ag-In
system, especially at the very small size range for which the
trend may deviate from that expected for larger BNPs.

3 Experimental methods

3.1 Sample synthesis

Bimetallic NPs are initially produced in high vacuum by a
laser vaporization source described in previous papers [31].
The second harmonic of a nanosecond Nd3+:YAG pulsed
laser is focused on a rod of the alloy of the desired
composition, located in a small chamber under continuous
flow of helium gas (a few tens of mbar). The atomic plasma
thus generated is rapidly cooled down by collisions with the
inert gas, leading to nucleation and growth of small BNPs
of a few nm in diameter. The BNPs/gas mixture then
expands into vacuum through a conical nozzle in the form
of a supersonic beam before entering into a high vacuum
chamber. This technique was shown to favour the growth
of nanoalloys with the same average composition as the
target one [32]. In this work, different target compositions x
were used to produce AgxB1-x NPs (B = In or Al) with x =
0.25, 0.50, 0.75. The x value corresponds to an average with
some fluctuations for the produced BNPs.

The charged BNPs can be size-selected before deposi-
tion with a quadrupole static deviator acting as an energy
selector of the ionized clusters (of about 5% of the produced
clusters). Because of the small velocity slip of the clusters,
the deviator can be viewed as a mass filter. The average NP
size is directly measured by mass spectrometry [33].
Depending on the experiments to be performed, the BNPs
can be deposited or co-deposited simultaneously with a
transparent amorphous silica matrix (200–300 nm thick-
ness) evaporated by an electron gun on various substrates
(TEM grids or a fused silica slide (1 cm × 1 cm, 1 mm
thick)). The deposition is performed in a chamber under
high vacuum and the substrate is tilted by 45° with respect
to the BNP beam and to the matrix beam. The dielectric
matrix has a dual benefit. First, it prevents direct contact
between the BNPs and the air and minimizes their
oxidation, even if its porosity can affect the efficiency of
their protection. Second, the low volume fraction of NPs in
the thin dielectric films (a few%) obtained by co-deposition
prevents significant coalescence and optical coupling
between BNPs. With an appropriate shadow mask, the
resulting samples are composed of two adjacent areas, a
first region with matrix-embedded BNPs and a second
region with only thematrix, which serves as the reference in
optical measurements. It should be noted that the BNPs
can also be co-deposited with the transparent matrix
(silica) without size selection under high vacuum, or after
size selection under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) followed by
a coating with a thin carbon layer before exposure to air.



Fig. 1. TEMimagesofuncappedAgxIn1-xBNPs, forx=0.25,0.50and0.75(fromleft toright).BothSTEM-HAADFandHR-TEMmodes
reveal thatAg0.75In0.25 BNPs are composed of amono-phasedAg-rich alloywhileAg0.50In0.50 andAg0.25In0.75 particles adopt a core@shell
structure with an Ag-rich alloyed core and a shell made of c-In2O3. In the cores, several Ag-rich phases (&-Ag7In3, Ag2In) were identified.
Some FCC structures cannot be unambiguously indexed and the existence of pure silver cores in some BNPs cannot be excluded.
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3.2 Transmission electron microscopy

TEMexperimentswereperformed,eitherwithaFEITITAN
ETEM (80–300 kV) transmission electron microscope G2
operating at 300 kV in high vacuum and corrected for
spherical aberrations of the objective lens (Cs corrector) or
with a JEOL 2100F transmission electron microscope
operating at 200 kV. XEDS spectra were acquired using
anOxford instrumentsX-Max80mm2SDDdetector and the
relative atomic percentages were estimated using the
acquisition software’s standardless quantification method.
For these experiments, NPs were deposited on supported
ultrathin amorphous carbonfilms (ultrathin carbononholey
carbon films, AGAR inc. or Ted Pella inc.). The BNPs may
be sandwiched between two silica layers
(5 nm thickness) evaporated with the electron gun or
co-deposited with the silica matrix to reach conditions close
to thoseused for the synthesis of thinfilms foroptical studies.
This should partially protect the BNPs from oxidation. The
simple deposition ofBNPs (i.e. without anymatrix)was also
performed, with or without an additional carbon coating in
order to obtain a better contrast in the images.

3.3 Optical spectroscopy

The optical transmission spectra of thin films doped with
BNPs are recorded with a double beam PerkinElmer
spectrophotometer equipped with deuterium and halogen
lamps. The residual spurious signal originating from
multiple reflections in the thin film may be eliminated
by using p-polarized light under Brewster angle incidence
[32]. The spectra are plotted in order to represent the
sample absorption (the linear absorption coefficient
is proportional to the average cluster absorption
cross-section). Since the NP density may vary from one
sample to another, they are independently scaled and given
in arbitrary units (a.u.). The dielectric function of the
silica, previously measured by ellipsometry, has an average
value 〈em 〉 = 2.17, corresponding to an average optical
index 〈nm 〉=1.47. The experimental values of em (l) are
used in the following for calculating absorption spectra.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 TEM characterization

The AgxIn1-x and AgxAl1-x BNPs were characterized by
transmission electron microscopy. Figures 1 and 2 display
STEM-HAADFandHRTEMimagesofAgxIn1-xandAgxAl1-x
BNPs after exposure to air for a few tens of minutes.

4.1.1 Ag-In

In the case of Ag-In, the BNPs were deposited on
amorphous carbon, either under UHV with a subsequent
coating of a thin carbon layer or under high vacuum
without any protection. Figure 1 shows STEM-HAADF
and HRTEM images of AgxIn1-x for the three compositions
x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75. We observe that the BNPs adopt a
core@shell structure for x= 0.25 and 0.50. The thickness of
the shell increases with the initial proportion of indium. In
STEM-HAADF images, the cores are brighter. As silver
and indium have similar atomic number (Z = 47 and
Z=49, respectively), the difference in intensity related to Z
should be slight. However, the difference in density
between silver and indium (10.49 g.cm–3 and 7.31 g.cm–3

for silver and indium, respectively) probably explains the
image contrast, suggesting that the core is mainly made of
silver. On the contrary, for x = 0.75, no shell is apparent.
Investigations performed on size selected BNPs allowed a
comparison between the measured size during the
deposition with the size deduced from image analysis
and a good agreement was obtained. To go further, the NPs
were also characterized by HRTEM. The images of the
BNPs for the three proportions are shown in Figure 1. For
x= 0.25 and 0.50, a crystalline core is observed surrounded
by an amorphous shell, which partially crystallises under
the electron beam. The crystallites are always indexed as



Fig. 2. STEM images and size distributions (deduced from STEM image analysis) of AgxAl1-x NPs, for x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 (from
left to right). The largest images show BNPs sandwiched in silica. The indicated diameters correspond to the ones measured by mass
spectrometry. Because of the deposition geometry, there is a shadowing effect around the particles that leads to a darker area on one
side of the BNPs without SiO2, and a brighter area on the other side where SiO2 accumulates. The images in insert show carbon-
protected Ag0.75Al0.25 particles and unprotected Ag0.50Al0.50 and Ag0.25Al0.75 BNPs. A core@shell structure is clearly visible for the last
two compositions. Here, only the cores were considered for the size distributions, explaining the difference between the average
diameters deduced from the size distributions (noted<Ø>) and thosemeasured bymass spectrometry during the deposition (indicated
in the largest images).
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c-In2O3 bixbyite whether or not the BNPs are protected
with carbon, suggesting only partial protection from
oxidation under such deposition conditions. As a general
rule, the cores of z or Ag2In alloyed phases can be clearly
identified, which is not the case for the cores oriented along
a zone axis of an FCC structure as such structures may also
coincidewithapure silver phase orana-AgFCCstructureof
veryclose latticeparameters. Insomecases (not shownhere),
MTPs and icosahedra were observed in the cores, the
structures of which depend neither on the conditions
of deposition nor on the initial proportion of indium. For
x = 0.75, the presence of the shell is not obvious. For many
NPs, the indexation showsasilver-richalloyedphase, suchas
z or Ag2In suggesting that the initial proportion of indium is
not systematically recovered within the BNPs. Moreover,
even if theBNPsare slightlyoxidized, the shell thickness is so
small that it cannot be observed in the images.

In theAg-In system,we can observe a correlationbetween
the chemical configurationand the relativeproportionof both
metals within the BNPs. The structure evolves with the
proportion of indium, namely from a mono-phased Ag-rich
alloy to a core@shell structure consisting of a silver-rich
alloyed core surrounded by an In2O3 shell of increasing
thickness for increasing indium proportion. The existence of
pure silver cores cannot be excluded because of the
impossibility to precisely index FCC structures. This
behaviour is in good agreement with hypotheses deduced
fromgeneral considerations (phasediagrams showingAg-rich
alloys and segregation rules). The shell of indium (for x=0.25
and 0.50) probably spontaneously oxidizes upon exposure to
air. But the pure metallic systems for these proportions were
never observed, so far. Novel and efficient techniques of
protectionhave tobedeveloped tokeep themetallic character
of the BNPs or they have to be characterized in situ. In this
regard, in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
experimentsareplannedinthenear future.Ontheotherhand,
Ag0.75In0.25NPswere stockedatambientair for threeweeks to
see if they progressively oxidize, but no clear evolution was
demonstrated. MTP alloyed phases were still observed
suggesting that NPs formed with this initial proportion are
more resistant against oxidation, which is in agreement with
the alloyed phase observed after reduction of oxidized
Ag0.25In0.75 BNPs by ETEM [16].
4.1.2 Ag-Al

For AgxAl1-x BNPs, the samples were more difficult to
prepare as compared to other BNPs synthesized up to now.
The experimental conditions to obtain well-defined BNPs
are more stringent and require great care in cleaning the
surface of the target rod prior to laser vaporization,
suggesting that this system is even more sensitive to
oxidation from exogenous impurities as compared to the
Ag-In system. To compare the size of the BNPs in our
samples with the size measured by mass spectrometry
during co-deposition, size distributions were systematically
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performed for the three proportions. The AgxAl1-x BNPs
were sandwiched between two layers of silica to protect
them from an excessive oxidation, but due to the porosity
of silica, the technique is not really efficient, especially for
TEM samples which are very thin (a few nanometers). For
x = 0.75, the average size, deduced from the size
distribution obtained from the STEM image analysis
displayed in Figure 2, is comparable to the onemeasured by
mass spectrometry. Moreover, we do not observe a shell in
the image of the same BNPs protected only with carbon,
which allows a better contrast (insert in the right image of
Fig. 2). For x = 0.50, the average diameter is slightly
smaller than the measured one (see Fig. 2). The same BNPs
were also deposited without protection in which case we
clearly observe a shell around a brighter core (insert in the
middle image of Fig. 2). This difference between the size
deduced from image analysis and that measured during
deposition is related to the non-observation of the shell
when the NPs are sandwiched in silica. Indeed the contrast
in STEM between aluminium and silicon is very low as
their atomic numbers are 13 and 14, respectively and
densities of Al and SiO2 are not very different (2.7 g.cm–3

and 2.2 g.cm–3 respectively). For x = 0.25, the average
diameter deduced from STEM analysis of images of BNPs
in silica is 3.3 nm. This corresponds to the diameter of the
cores. The shell is clearly visible in the insert image
corresponding to non-protected BNPs (insert in the left
image of Fig. 2). It is thicker than for x = 0.50, and even if
the contrast is low, the size of the full BNPs seems to be
larger than the one measured by mass spectrometry. This
can be correlated to a wetting of the aluminium oxide on
the surface as already observed for Ag-Fe BNPs [34].

Assuming a pure silver core in an Ag@Al spherical
core@shell structure should give a core of 3.1 nm and 2.9 nm
in diameter for Ag0.50Al0.50 and Ag0.25Al0.75, respectively.
The average diameters of the cores deduced from STEM
analysis are larger than the one expected for pure silver cores
for the two compositions (3.4 nm and 3.3 nm for Ag0.50Al0.50
and Ag0.25Al0.75, respectively), suggesting that they also
contain some aluminium. Therefore, we expect that
aluminium is not completely oxidized within the BNPs.

XEDS spectra were acquired on assemblies of AgxAl1-x
BNPs and the estimated relative atomic percentages were
found to be consistent, within in the uncertainties of the
measurements, with the proportions given by the supplier
of the initial alloy targets used in our laser vaporization
source. Further analysis of the XEDS data obtained from
individual BNPs did not yield interpretable variations in
composition between particles. The low X-ray count rate
intrinsic to the small volume of the particles in this study
results in non-negligible relative errors for each measure-
ment. Unfortunately, increasing the acquisition time of
individual spectra to gain more counts results in the
electron beam induced destruction of the particle being
measured [35]. The standardless XEDS quantification
method for the AgxAl1-x system is further hindered by the
need to use the Ag L lines, the multiplicity of the L lines
increases the incertitude of the theoretical k-factors used to
quantify the relative atomic percentages [36]. Nevertheless,
we could show evidence that there is no silver in the shell.
On the other hand, the Ag2Al and Ag3Al alloyed phases
have not been observed by HRTEM. The only crystallites
which can be indexed correspond to families of planes of
silver or aluminium. Therefore, it is not possible to
conclude about the presence of metallic aluminium from
electron microscopy. As far as the shell is concerned, we
conclude that it only contains aluminium and no silver, but
we did not succeed in crystallizing this oxide shell, as it had
been possible for the In2O3 shells in Ag-In BNPs [16].

4.2 Optical studies
4.2.1 Optical spectra just after air exposure – comparison
with theoretical calculations

Various samples of AgxIn1-x and AgxAl1-x BNPs embedded
in silica were elaborated. For the Ag-In system, the BNPs
were not size-selected before deposition. Their mean
diameter is around 4 nm with a size dispersion of about
80% of the diameter. Concerning Ag-Al, the BNPs were
size-selected before co-deposition with silica. Their mean
diameters are 4.3 nm, 4.1 nm and 3.8 nm for Ag0.25Al0.75,
Ag0.50Al0.50 and Ag0.75Al0.25, respectively, with a size
dispersion of about 20% of the mean diameter. The
absorption spectra of the samples were measured a few tens
of minutes after air exposure, and compared to theoretical
predictions based on Mie theory in the quasistatic
approximation. This assumption is justified by the very
small size of the BNPs compared to the excitation
wavelength. For calculations, the dielectric functions of
silver [37] indium [38], aluminium [37], Al2O3 [37], In2O3
[39] were taken from measurements in the bulk phase. For
silver, the dielectric function fromPalik [37] was chosen as it
fits very well the optical response of pure silver NPs
embedded in porous silica [11]. For indium, the dielectric
function was evaluated from tabulated data for bulk indium
[38] and corresponds to a Drude-like dielectric function with
aneffectivemassm*=0.95, a collision rate γ=0.7eVandan
electronicWigner-Seitz radius rs

e−=1.27Å. As the dielectric
functions of the AgxIn1-x and AgxAl1-x alloys are not known,
they are calculated to simplify by averaging the dielectric
functions of the pure elements according to their
volume ratio, which implies that each material forms a
nanodomain for which its bulk dielectric function is relevant
[32]. Let us stress that this approximation is very rough.
For multi-shell spherical BNPs, absorption spectra were
also calculated in the framework of the dipolar approx-
imation [40]. All the calculations were conducted without
taking into account the decrease of the electron mean free
path in the BNP. Therefore, all the theoretical spectra are
less broad and the LSPR is less damped than the
experimental ones [41].

4.2.1.1 Ag-In

For Ag-In BNPs, the absorption spectra display a broad,
damped, but still well-defined LSPR appearing in the UV
range, with a maximum varying from 312 nm to 401 nm for
increasing silver proportion from x = 0.25 to x = 0.75 (see
Fig. 3c). The spectra are in between the ones expected for
pure indium and pure silver NPs embedded in silica,
suggesting that metallic indium-silver phases do exist
within the BNPs. The spectra are relatively broad,



Fig. 3. Optical responses of AgxIn1-x (left) and AgxAl1-x (right) for x = 0.75 (light blue), x = 0.50 (green) and x = 0.25 (deep purple).
(c, d): Experimental spectra of BNPs embedded in silica. AgxAl1-x BNPs were size-selected, while AgxIn1-x BNPs were not. For both
compositions, the higher the proportion of Al or In, the more the resonance is blue-shifted. (a, b) Simulations performed within the
multi-shell model structure. The dotted lines correspond to absorption spectra of AgXo

In1-Xo
@In and AgXo

Al1-Xo
@Al BNPs for the three

nominal proportions of silver x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, with Xo = 0.75. In such configurations, the LSPRs are always blue-shifted
compared to the experimental spectra. The full lines correspond to absorption spectra taking into account the oxidation of the indium
or aluminium shell, resulting in multi-shell structures AgXc

In1-Xc
@In@In2O3 or AgXc

Al1-Xc
@Al@Al2O3 where Xc (≠ Xo) is the silver

atomic proportion in the core. For Ag-In and for the nominal proportions of silver x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, the values of Xc are 90%,
92.5% and 95% and the volume percentages of indium oxidationVox are 30%, 50% and 85%, respectively. For Ag-Al, the spectra in full
line correspond to silver atomic proportions in the coreXc= 90%, 92.5% and 100% and volume percentages of aluminium oxidationVox

= 97.5%, 100% and 95%, for nominal concentrations x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, respectively. These amounts of In2O3 and Al2O3 were
adjusted to obtain the best agreement of the spectral position of the resonance with experimental spectra.
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because of inhomogeneous effects (size and shape dis-
persion and increased damping of the resonance for very
small BNPs) [42]. They are compared to calculated ones for
BNPs of the corresponding proportions of silver (dotted
lines in Fig. 3a). In calculations, we chose a spherical
core@shell geometry AgXo

Inl-Xo
@In with a silver-rich

alloyed core of silver atomic proportion Xo = 0.75 close
to the composition of stable bulk alloys. The theoretical
spectra are clearly blue-shifted as compared to the
experimental ones. As indium is suspected to rapidly
oxidize upon air exposure, calculations were also performed
by taking into account a possible oxidation of indium with
a multi-shell spherical structure AgXc

In1-Xc
@In@In2O3

where Xc (≠ Xo) is the silver atomic proportion in the
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core. We consider that a volumetric proportion Vox of the
metallic indium shell is oxidized and transferred to the
outer shell. It is defined as :

V ox ¼ V outershell

V intermediate shell þ V outershell
:

Both parametersXc andVox are then adjusted to obtain the
best agreement of the spectral position of the LSPR peak-
maximum with experimental spectra. This is achieved for
silver-rich cores and rates of indium oxidation decreasing for
increasing proportion of indium within the NPs (full lines in
Fig. 3a). For the nominal proportions of silver
x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, we found core concentrations
Xc= 90%, 92.5% and 95% and oxidation rates of the indium
shell Vox = 30%, 50% and 85%, respectively. Under these
assumptions, the thickness of the In2O3 outer-shell is almost
constant for the three proportions. These results show that
the BNPs preserve some fraction of indium in the metallic
state for the three compositionsAg0.75In0.25, Ag0.50In0.50 and
Ag0.25In0.75 with an increasing proportion ofmetallic indium
(1 – Xc) for increasing indium content in the BNPs. As
remarkedabove, the indiumoxide shellwasnotobservable in
TEMforAg0.75In0.25BNPs.The comparisonbetweenoptical
experiments and theoretical calculations shows that
Ag0.75In0.25 BNPs are probably slightly oxidized, showing
evidence that optical spectroscopy is more sensitive to
oxidation thanTEMimaging.Nevertheless,we can conclude
that the theoretical calculations are in agreement with the
existence of metallic indium within the BNPs. Note that
transferring indium atoms from the core into the inter-
mediate metallic shell does not noticeably modify the
spectralpositionof theLSPR,themost importantparameter
being the global proportion of both elements in the metallic
state, whatever the chemical arrangement. This observation
will be a basis to interpret the time evolution of the optical
spectra, discussed in Section 4.2.2.
4.2.1.2 Ag-Al

The absorption spectra of the Ag-Al BNPs also display
well-defined LSPR bands, but less in the UV range as for
the Ag-In BNPs. The spectral LSPRmaximum varies from
382 nm to 414 nm for increasing silver proportion from x =
0.25 to x = 0.75 (see Fig. 3d). It should be emphasised that
the LSPR bands are better defined for Ag-Al BNPs than for
Ag-In BNPs. This might be correlated to the narrower size
selection. The comparison with theoretical calculations for
the core@shell AgXc

Al1-Xc
@Al structure shows a greater

disagreement than for Ag-In, suggesting that aluminium
oxidizes more rapidly than indium (dotted lines in Fig. 3b).
This is confirmed by calculations within the multi-shell
model AgXc

Al1-Xc
@Al@Al2O3 discussed above for Ag-In

BNPs. They show that the volume percentage of oxidized
aluminium required to reproduce the experimental spectra
is higher than for Ag-In (full lines in Fig. 3b). We obtain a
good agreement between experiments and theory concern-
ing the LSPR maximum, for a volume percentage of
aluminium oxidation Vox = 97.5%, 100% and 95%, and
atomic percentage of aluminium in the cores Xc = 90%,
92.5% and 100%, for nominal concentrations x = 0.25, 0.50
and 0.75, respectively. Note that very small variations in
the oxidation rates induce noticeable spectral shifts of the
LSPR. The proportion of metallic aluminium in Ag-Al
BNPS is surely lower than the proportion of indium in
Ag-In BNPs of the same composition.

We can nevertheless conclude that for both systems
Ag-In and Ag-Al, a substantial amount of indium (or
aluminium) remains in metallic state within the BNPs,
which is an encouraging result. With a better protection of
the BNPs from oxidation, we can hope to increase this
amount, or even stabilize the BNPs eventually by using
other matrices or maintaining the substrate at a high
temperature during deposition [11, 43].

4.2.2 Optical spectra after long term air exposure: aging

The optical absorption spectra of AgxIn1-x and AgxAl1-x
BNPs embedded in silica were measured after being
exposed to air for a long time. The spectra just after
fabrication and after long term aging are displayed in
Figure 4. For Ag-In, we note a strong red-shift of the LSPR
for x = 0.25 and x = 0.50, corresponding to the progressive
oxidation of the indium shell. For x= 0.75, there is no shift
of the LSPR, only a small damping occurs, which is in
agreement with the formation of stable silver-rich phases
observed by TEM. For Ag-Al, we do not observe a strong
evolution of the spectra, except a damping of the LSPR for
x = 0.75. It is probably related to the rapid oxidation of
aluminium. Once partially oxidized, the BNPs may be
stabilized by the surrounding aluminium oxide shell,
preventing them from further oxidation. The optical
spectra are well reproduced by calculations assuming a
silver-rich core surrounded by an In2O3 or Al2O3 shell. By
taking the values Xc already used for partially oxidized
AgXc

In1-Xc
@In@In2O3 and AgXc

Al1-Xc
@Al@Al2O3 (Fig. 3) a

good agreement between experiments and theory
is obtained for oxidized AgXc

In1-Xc
@In2O3 and

AgXc
Al1-Xc

@Al2O3 spherical core@shell structures (com-
pare dotted lines and lines in bold in the spectra of Fig. 4).
We can thus conclude that, even after air exposure for long
time, the cores of the BNPs contains metallic indium or
aluminium, suggesting the existence of alloyed phases
within the BNPs.

4.2.3 Annealing under reducing atmosphere

Attempts to increase the proportion of metallic indium or
aluminium within the partially oxidized BNPs were
performed by annealing optical samples under reducing
atmosphere (H2 (5%)-Ar (95%)). Preliminary results are
displayed in Figure 5. For Ag-In, the two samples
containing Ag0.25In0.75 and Ag0.75In0.25 BNPs embedded
in silica were annealed under H2 atmosphere at 400 °C for
1 h and then at 600 °C also for an additional hour.
Surprisingly, the spectra after annealing for both extreme
proportions of silver (x=0.25 and x=0.75) are very similar.
They exhibit a very well defined LSPRwith a higher quality
factor than observed before, and even better than the one



Fig. 4. Absorption spectra of AgxAl1-x (top: a, b, c) and AgxIn1-x (bottom: d, e, f) for x = 0.25 (deep purple), x = 0.50 (green) and x =
0.75 (light blue). The palest continuous curves represent the experimental spectra just after the synthesis of the samples (time t0), as
previously shown in Figures 3c and 3d. The samples were then exposed to air during several days (to + nd d, nd being the number of
days) and their optical spectra measured (bold continuous curves). In AgxIn1-xBNPs, we observe a strong red-shift of the LSPR for x=
0.25 (d) and x = 0.50 (e), while for x = 0.75 (f), only a small damping occurs. For Ag-Al, we do not observe a strong evolution of the
spectra, except a damping of the LSPR for x = 0.75 (c). The dotted lines represent the simulated optical responses for core@shell
structures AgXc

Al1-Xc
@Al2O3 and AgXc

In1-Xc
@In2O3 BNPs with fully oxidized shells. The silver atomic proportion in the cores are thus

100% (c), 92.5 % (b), 90% (a) for Ag-Al, and 95% (f), 92.5% (e) and 90% (d) for Ag-In. The shells are made of pure Al2O3 or In2O3 and
are thicker as the amount of Al and In increases. The positions of the resonance with these simulated configurations are in good
agreement with the experimental aged spectra.
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observed for pure silver NPs. Moreover, the spectra evolve
very slowlywith time, andare hardly attenuated evenafter a
fewweeks.The spectral position of theLSPR (at 388 nm) for
both compositions can be interpreted only if a proportion of
indium is assumed within the BNPs (around 9–10%). Such
resultsarenot easy to interpret, but someconclusionsmaybe
drawn on the possible evolution of the BNPs during
annealing. For x = 0.75, the initial structure should be a
slightly oxidized, alloyed Ag-In BNP whereas it is a
core@shell Ag-In@In2O3 configuration for x = 0.25. During
annealing, we may induce a restructuration and a reduction
of the indium oxide. For the high proportion of indium, the
reduction may be accompanied by a diffusion of the reduced
indium atoms within the matrix. This can explain why the
final system corresponds to a silver-rich alloyed phase
whatever the initial proportion of silver (x = 0.25 or 0.75).
This effect isof the sameorderas theoneoccurringduringthe
disappearing of the In2O3 shell during reduction of oxidized
Ag-InBNPsobservedbyETEM[16].Moreover,weprobably
havea spherizationof theBNPsduringannealingandmaybe
an increasing size due to coalescence,whichcould explain the
high-quality factor of theLSPR.Theannealing is also known
to improvethecrystallinityof theBNPs,andthus theDrude-
like behaviour of the alloy in the BNPs.

For Ag-Al, various assays of annealing were carried out
and the best results were obtained when annealing at 500 °C
for 90min. The corresponding spectra are shown inFigure 5.
For both investigated silver proportions x = 0.25 and
x = 0.75, the LSPR bands are blue-shifted and well defined
after annealing with an LSPR band maximum around
371 nm. This suggests that the BNPs are partly reduced
duringannealing,but it remainsdifficult fromoptical spectra
to conclude about the restructuration during annealing.The
position of the LSPRmaximumafter annealing in the case of
Ag-Al suggests that the proportion of metallic aluminium is
higher than in the case of Ag-In. To go further, other
experiments have to be performed, but such preliminary
results remain encouraging.
5 Conclusion and perspectives

Ag-In and Ag-Al BNPs of different proportions of silver
were systematically investigated using TEM and optical
spectroscopy allowing complementary information to be
obtained.

Ag-In BNPs are shown to adopt either alloyed phases
for silver-rich BNPs (x= 0.75) or a core@shell structure for
other proportions of silver (x = 0.50 and x = 0.25) with a
silver-rich alloyed core surrounded by an indium-oxide
shell. If the BNPs are embedded in silica, they are only
partially oxidized after a few tens of minutes, the silica
matrix effectively slows down the oxidation, but does not
inhibit it. The indium-containing shell progressively
oxidizes with time. For Ag0.75In0.25, the initial proportion
of indium corresponds to a stable alloyed phase of the bulk,
explaining the higher resistance against oxidation of these
BNPs. The preliminary results concerning annealing under
reducing atmosphere also lead us to conclude that silver-
rich alloyed phases are the more stable ones.



Fig. 5. Experimental spectra of AgxAl1-x (top) and AgxIn1-x
(bottom) for x = 0.75 (light blue) and x = 0.25 (deep purple)
before annealing (dotted lines) and after annealing under
reducing atmosphere (full lines). Ag-Al samples were annealed
at 500 °C during 90 min whereas Ag-In samples were annealed for
one hour at 400 °C and then 1 h at 600 °C. The spectral position of
the LSPR band in the UV-range proves the presence of metallic
aluminium and indium in the BNPs.
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Ag-AlBNPs rapidly oxidize after air exposure.They also
adoptamixedAg-Alcore surroundedbyashell ofaluminium
oxide, but the actual state of aluminium (alloyed at the
atomic level or in a segregated phase) within the core is
more difficult to determine. For the highest proportion of
silver (x = 0.75), the shell cannot be detected by STEM.
Concerning their optical response, the spectra are in
agreement with BNPs containing a substantial amount of
aluminium in its metallic state, but smaller as compared to
Ag-In. This amount can nevertheless be increased by
annealing under reducing atmosphere.

In summary we show that it is possible to fabricate and
stabilize Ag-In andAg-Al BNPs in at least partiallymetallic
and alloyed phases. In order for their LSPR to be stable for
their use in the UV range, more efficient techniques for the
protection against oxidation have to be developed.

To better characterize the internal structure of Ag-Al
BNPs, more sophisticated analytical techniques, such as
synchrotron-based X-ray diffraction spectroscopy [44,45],
are currently under way. In situ XPS measurements and
low energy ion scattering (LEIS) [46] could also provide
precious information about the chemical state of the
constituent elements and the initial structure (core@shell
versus alloying) of the systems before air exposure. From
the theoretical point of view, the atomic structure of the
BNPs will also be determined by total-energy calculations
as well as their optical response in the very small size range
using ab-initio or semi-quantal methods [1]. In the near
future, the restructuration of the BNPs under controlled
atmosphere will be investigated by ETEM, as well as
STEM electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) to
measure the plasmonic response at the single BNP level
with sub-nanometer spatial resolution [35].
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